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Abstract—The problem of coupled flexural-torsional instability of closed thin-walled beam-columns under the combined action of axial loads and equal end moments is studied numerically. The characteristic equations for stability are obtained and the load interaction curves and mode shapes are plotted for various boundary conditions. From a study of the numerical results and the characteristic equations, equivalent load and geometry parameters are defined. These yield a single solution common for all boundary conditions for the load interaction curve and the mode shape. The effect of various boundary conditions and mode numbers is manifest only in the value of an eigen coefficient independent of the loads which is used in defining the equivalent parameters. The case of lateral instability within the elastic limit is also examined and it is shown that even when tensile axial loads are present elastic lateral instability may occur.

NOTATION

- area of the cross-section of beam
- arbitrary constants in eqn (9)
- differential operator, \( d/dz \)
- width of the cross-section
- height, size ratio of the cross-section
- depth of the cross-section
- Young's modulus of elasticity
- \( J = (M^2(S) + S) \), eqn (10)
- shear modulus of rigidity
- moment of inertia about x-axis
- moment of inertia about y-axis
- polar moment of inertia
- St. Venant torsional constant
- span of beam
- effective span of beam
- moment about y-axis
- dimensionless moment defined by eqn (2)
- \( M_e \) (= \( M_0 \)), effective moment parameter
- \( M_{eq} \) equivalent moment parameter defined by eqn (24)
- critical lateral instability moment for simply-supported ends (eqn 2)
- mode number
- axial load
- critical Euler buckling load for simply-supported ends (eqn 2)
- \( P_e \) (\( P_e = P_0 \)), dimensionless load parameter
- \( P_0 \) (\( P_0 = \frac{P_e}{E(I)} \)), effective load parameter
- slenderness parameter defined by eqn (5a)
- \( S_e \) \( \left( S_e = \frac{S(a)}{a^2} \right) \), effective slenderness parameter
- thickness of the wall of the beam
- flexural displacement in y-direction
- \( \xi_a = \left( \frac{a d(\xi, A)}{A} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \), dimensionless displacement
- Cartesian coordinates, see Fig. 1
- \( \xi_z = z/L \), dimensionless spanwise coordinate
- \( \alpha \) even value coefficient
- location of centre of rotation of the cross-section
- \( \eta_e \) defined by eqns (20) and (23)
- \( \eta_e^* \) defined by eqn (25)
- linear elastic limit strain
- axial stress
- torsional displacement

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of coupled flexural-torsional instability of beam-columns (also referred to in literature as lateral instability) under the combined action of axial load and end moment has
been a subject of study for nearly half a century. The earliest comprehensive review on “The Lateral Buckling of Beams” is that of Timoshenko[1]. Since then numerous studies considering various types of loads, geometries and end conditions have appeared in the literature. Johnston[2] has studied the eccentrically loaded I-column for lateral instability for two cases of simply supported and clamped ends. He has also given the limiting values of the slenderness of the beam for which elastic lateral instability precedes yielding. Goodier[3] has considered singly-symmetric open section beams but restricted to simply-supported end conditions. Salvadori[4] has considered the lateral instability of beams subjected to unequal end moments and axial thrust and by using the concept of an effective span obtained a single interaction equation for simply-supported as well as clamped ends. Many other investigators[5-7] have tackled the problem of lateral instability for various problem parameters like biaxial moment, boundary conditions etc. However their studies usually give separate solutions for different cases as represented by the boundary condition, slenderness of the beam and combination of loads. Only for the simple case of Euler buckling of beams, a completely unified solution for various homogeneous boundary conditions has been obtained using the concept of “effective wave length”. That such a unification is possible to account for various homogeneous boundary conditions and slenderness of the beam even for the case of coupled flexural–torsional instability of closed thin-walled beams under the combined action of axial loads and moment constant along the span does not seem to have been realized. The authors have shown in an earlier work[8] that a unified solution can be obtained for various slendernesses of the beam for the coupled flexural-torsional vibration and stability of simply-supported narrow rectangular beams. The present paper gives a unified solution for various boundary conditions for the coupled flexural–torsional instability of closed thin-walled beams subjected to the combined action of axial load and moment constant over the span. It is assumed that the effect of axial constraint stresses arising from the torsion of the cross-section can be ignored. The analysis is also applicable to open cross-sections for which this assumption is valid and is exact for warpless cross-sections, i.e. sections which do not warp under torsion.

Firstly, solutions are obtained for various homogeneous boundary conditions. From an observation of these solutions and the values of the eigen coefficients which represent the effect of various boundary conditions and mode numbers, the various dimensionless load and geometry parameters are redefined to yield a nearly unified solution for the load interaction curve and the mode shape. Further, by incorporating the effect of the slenderness of the beam into the definition of the equivalent moment and the mode shape parameters, the solution is so obtained that (i) the load interaction curve and the mode shape in terms of the equivalent load parameters is independent of the boundary conditions, mode numbers and the slenderness of the beam and (ii) the characteristic equation for the eigen coefficients is entirely in terms of the boundary conditions and mode numbers and independent of the applied loads and the slenderness of the beam. The load interaction equation in terms of equivalent axial loads and moment parameters is similar to the one for simply-supported ends already obtained in literature. The characteristic equations for the eigen coefficient are the same as those obtained for the Euler buckling of columns.

Further to the unified solution, the extent of validity of linear stability analysis as given by the unified solution is also examined for typical geometries of closed and open warpless cross-sections. This is done by dividing the load and geometry planes into elastic and inelastic domains by constant limit strain curves. From these the combinations of load and geometry parameters for which the linear elastic analysis is valid are obtained.

2. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

Figure 1 shows a uniform beam of warpless cross section subjected to an axial load “P” and an end Moment “M_n”. The governing equations for the coupled flexural (\gamma) and torsional (\Theta) motion of the beam are,

\[ \begin{align*}
-EI_x \frac{d^4 \epsilon_0}{dz^4} + P \frac{d^2 \epsilon_0}{dz^2} + M_n \frac{d^2 \Theta}{dz^2} &= 0 \\
(GJ + \frac{Pl_x}{A}) \frac{d^2 \Theta}{dz^2} + M_n \frac{d^2 \epsilon_0}{dz^2} &= 0
\end{align*} \]  

(1)
where $A$ is the area of cross-section; $I_x$, $I_y$ are the second moments of area about $x$ and $y$ axes respectively; $I_p$ is the polar moment of inertia, $J$ is the torsional constant; $E$ and $G$ are material constants and $\psi_0$ and $\theta$ are the infinitesimal flexural ($y$) and torsional displacements of the cross-section. Using the following transformations

$$z = zL, \quad p = \bar{p}_L, \quad M_y = \bar{M}m_y,$$

we get the governing equations as

$$-\frac{EI_x}{L^2} \frac{d^4\psi_0}{dz^4} + \frac{\bar{p}\pi^2EI_x}{L^2} \frac{d^2\psi_0}{dz^2} + \bar{M} \frac{\pi}{L} \sqrt{(EI_xGJ)} \frac{d^2\theta}{dz^2} = 0$$

$$\left(\frac{GJ}{L^2} + \frac{\bar{p}\pi^2EI_xL_p}{AL^2}\right) \frac{d^2\theta}{dz^2} + \bar{M} \frac{\pi}{L} \sqrt{(EI_xGJ)} \frac{d^2\psi_0}{dz^2} = 0.$$ (3)

Simplification of eqns (3) yields

$$-\frac{d^4\psi_0}{dz^4} + \pi^2 \bar{p} \frac{d^2\psi_0}{dz^2} + \bar{M}\pi L \sqrt{\left(\frac{GJ}{EI_x}\right)} \frac{d^2\theta}{dz^2} = 0$$

$$\frac{\bar{M}\pi LA}{L_p} \sqrt{\left(\frac{GJ}{EI_x}\right)} \frac{d^2\psi_0}{dz^2} + \left(\frac{GJL_p^2}{EI_xL_p} + \pi^2 \bar{p}\right) \frac{d^2\theta}{dz^2} = 0.$$ (4)

Defining a slenderness parameter $S$ as

$$S = GJL^2/\left(\pi^2 EI_x L_p\right)$$ (5a)

and the dimensionless transverse displacement as

$$\bar{\psi}_0 = \psi_0 (L_p/A)^{-1/2}$$ (5b)

and substituting into the eqn (4) we get

$$\begin{bmatrix} -\frac{1}{\pi^2} D^4 + \bar{p} D^2 & M\sqrt{(S)} D^2 \\ \bar{M}\sqrt{(S)} D^2 & (\bar{p} + S) D^2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \bar{\psi}_0 \\ \theta \end{bmatrix} = 0.$$ (6)

where $D$ is the differential operator $d/dz$. 
From eqn (6) we get

\[ D^2(D^2 + \pi^2 \alpha^2)\ddot{\varepsilon}_{\alpha}, \theta = 0 \]  

(7)

where

\[ \alpha^2 = \frac{M^2 S}{P + S} \]  

(8)

The general solution for \( \ddot{\varepsilon}_{\alpha} \) and \( \theta \) can be expressed as:

\[ \ddot{\varepsilon}_{\alpha}(z) = A_1 + B_1 z + C_1 \sin \alpha \pi z + D_1 \cos \alpha \pi z \]

(9)

\[ \theta(z) = A_2 + B_2 z + C_2 \sin \alpha \pi z + D_2 \cos \alpha \pi z. \]

The above general solution contains 8 arbitrary constants of which only six are independent. By substituting the general solution (9) in one of the eqn (6) we get

\[ C_2 = \frac{f}{C_1}, \quad D_2 = \frac{D_1}{C_1}, \quad \text{where} \quad f = \frac{M \sqrt{S}}{P + S}. \]  

(10)

Substituting this into eqn (9) we get the general solution as:

\[ \ddot{\varepsilon}_{\alpha}(z) = A_1 + B_1 z + C_1 \sin \alpha \pi z + D_1 \cos \alpha \pi z \]

(11)

\[ \theta(z) = A_2 + B_2 z + jC_1 \sin \alpha \pi z + jD_1 \cos \alpha \pi z. \]

When various types of boundary conditions are applied to (11), various transcendental characteristic equations are obtained from which the values of the eigen coefficient \( \alpha \) can be obtained. With appropriate values assigned to \( \alpha \) eqn (8) can itself be considered to represent the stability equation or the load interaction curve. Now let us consider the solution for various classical homogeneous boundary conditions.

(i) Pinned-pinned ends. The characteristic equation for this case is

\[ \sin \pi \alpha z = 0; \quad \pi \alpha = m \pi \quad \text{or} \quad \alpha = m \]  

(12a)

and the corresponding normalized mode shape is

\[ \ddot{\varepsilon}_0 = \sin \alpha \pi z, \quad \theta = f \sin \alpha \pi z \]  

(12b)

(ii) Clamped-clamped ends. The characteristic equation is

\[ 2 \cos \pi \alpha z + \pi \alpha \sin \pi \alpha z - 2 = 0, \]  

(13a)

and the mode shape is

\[ \ddot{\varepsilon}_0 = 1 - \cos \pi \alpha z, \quad \theta = f \ddot{\varepsilon}_0. \]  

(13b)

(iii) Clamped-free ends. The characteristic equation is

\[ \cos \pi \alpha = 0; \quad \pi \alpha = (m - 1/2) \pi \quad \text{or} \quad \alpha = m - 1/2 \]  

(14a)

and the mode shape is

\[ \ddot{\varepsilon}_0 = 1 - \cos \pi \alpha z, \quad \theta = f \ddot{\varepsilon}_0. \]  

(14b)
(iv) **Clamped–pinned ends.** The characteristic equation is

$$\pi \alpha = \tan \pi \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (15a)

and the mode shape is

$$\bar{y}_0 = \sin \pi \alpha z - \pi \alpha z - \pi \alpha (\cos \pi \alpha z - 1); \theta = f\bar{y}_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15b)

(v) **Pinned–free ends.** The first mode for this case represents the rigid body rotation of the beam and for higher modes the characteristic equation for \(\alpha\) and normalized mode are respectively,

$$\sin \pi \alpha = 0; \quad \alpha = m$$  \hspace{1cm} (16a)

and

$$\bar{y}_0 = \sin \pi \alpha z; \quad \theta = f\bar{y}_0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16b)

The second mode for this case is the same as the first mode for pinned–pinned ends.

(vi) **Free–free ends.** For this case also the first mode is the rigid body motion of the beam and higher modes are given by eqns (16a) and (16b).

3. **RESULTS FOR VARIOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS**

Table 1 gives the values of the eigen coefficient \(\alpha\) for various boundary conditions and mode numbers. Figure 2 shows the load interaction curves for various boundary conditions for an infinitely slender beam and a very short beam of \(d/L = 0.25\). Though the analysis here is restricted to only Euler–Bernoulli beams, to show the limited extent of the effect of \(d/L\) on the results an extreme value of 0.25 is chosen. Curves marked 2 correspond to the first mode for simply-supported ends and the second mode for both simply-supported free and free-free ends. Figure 3 shows the spanwise distribution of lateral displacements \(\bar{y}_0\) and torsional displacement \(\theta\). It can be seen that both have the same spanwise distribution which is independent of the applied loads. However \(\eta(= - \bar{y}_0/\theta)\) which gives the location of the centre of rotation of the cross-section, does depend on the applied loads as shown in Fig. 4. The variation of \(\eta\) with \(\bar{M}\) is shown for two boundary conditions and two typical values of the slenderness. These show that for \(d/L = 0.25\) the effect of boundary condition on the value of \(\eta\) is noticeable but as the beam becomes slender \((d/L = 0.1)\) this effect diminishes.

4. **DERIVATION OF THE UNIFIED SOLUTION**

The load interaction curves in Fig. 2 and the eqn (8) suggest that it is possible to collapse them into a single curve. By defining equivalent axial load, and moment and slenderness parameters \(\bar{P}, \bar{M},\) and \(S\) using the following transformation relations;

$$\bar{M} = \bar{M}/\alpha, \quad \bar{P} = \bar{P}/\alpha^2, \quad \text{and} \quad S = S/\alpha^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Table 1. Values of the coefficient \(\alpha\) for various boundary conditions and mode numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary Condition</th>
<th>Mode Number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pinned–pinned</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pinned–free</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free–free</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clamped–pinned</td>
<td>1.4303</td>
<td>2.4590</td>
<td>3.4709</td>
<td>4.4774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clamped–free</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td>2.8606</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>4.9180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clamped–clamped–free</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>1.5000</td>
<td>2.5000</td>
<td>3.5000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and substituting in eqn (8), the interaction equation may be rewritten as,

\[
\frac{\tilde{M}_c^2}{1 + \bar{P}_c S_c} - \bar{P}_c = 1.
\]  

(18)

Figure 5 shows the above relation for three typical values of the effective slenderness of the beam. It can be seen that for slender beam the interaction equation (18) reduces to

\[
\tilde{M}_c^2 - \bar{P}_c \sim 1
\]

(19)

and that for \(d/L_c = 0.1\) where \(L_c = L/\alpha\) the deviation in \(\tilde{M}_c\) even for large tensile axial load
Fig. 4. Location of centre of rotation of the cross-section for various values of \( \alpha \) and slenderness of the beam.

Fig. 5. Nearly unified stability solution showing the effect of effective slenderness.

\( \bar{F}_t = 2 \) is only about 0.7\%.

The location of the centre of rotation of the cross-section which represents the coupled mode shape can also be given in terms of an equivalent parameter \( \eta_c \) as

\[
\eta_c = \eta / \sqrt{S_o} = 1 + \frac{\bar{F}_t}{M_e}
\]

(20)

which for a slender beam can be written as,

\[
\eta_c \approx M_e
\]

(21)

Figure 6 shows the variation of \( \eta_c \) with \( M_e \) for three typical values of the slenderness and it can be seen that for \( d/L_e = 0.1 \) the effect of slenderness is only marginal. Results of Figs. 5 and 6 show that for all practical purposes eqns (19) and (21) represent a unified solution. However if it
is desired a completely unified solution accounting for the effect of finite slenderness can also be arrived at as given by

\[ \tilde{M}_e^2 = \tilde{P}_e = 1 \]  
(22)

\[ \eta_e^2 = 1/\tilde{M}_e^2. \]  
(23)

It can be seen that the load interaction curve is a parabola and the variation of the centre of rotation with the applied moment a hyperbola (see Fig. 7). The parameters \( \tilde{M}_e^2 \) and \( \eta_e^2 \) can be obtained from eqns (18), (20), (22) and (23) as solutions of the following equations.

\[ \tilde{M}_e^2/S_e + \tilde{M}_e^2(1 - 1/S_e) = \tilde{M}_e^2 \]  
(24)

\[ \eta_e^2 = \eta_e/\sqrt{(1 + (\tilde{M}_e^2 - 1)/S_e)}. \]  
(25)
Figures 8 and 9 show the variations of $\bar{M}_e^*$ and $\eta_r^*$ with $\bar{M}_e$. It can be seen that $\bar{M}_e^* \rightarrow \bar{M}_e$ and $\eta_r^* \rightarrow \eta_r$ as $d/L_e \rightarrow 0$. For finite values of $d/L_e$, $\bar{M}_e^*$ differs from $\bar{M}_e$ and $\eta_r^*$ from $\eta_r$ by only a small amount which is of the order of 1/2-1%.

Thus a unified solution for the coupled flexural-torsional instability for all boundary conditions, mode numbers, slenderness of the beam and the load ratio is obtained. This is in such a form that the (i) load interaction curve is independent of the boundary condition and mode number and (ii) the characteristic equation for the eigen coefficient $\alpha$ is independent of the loads. Further it may be observed that (i) the load interaction equation in terms of $\bar{M}_e^*$ and $\bar{P}_e$ is similar to that obtained for the case of simply-supported ends and (ii) the characteristic equations for $\alpha$ are the same as those for the simple case of Euler Buckling.

5. LIMITS OF ELASTIC ANALYSIS

The load interaction curves show that the lateral instability is possible even when tensile axial loads are present. The assumption of linear elasticity have been implicit in the present formulation and therefore the interaction curves necessarily represent the linear elastic instability. It would be relevant to examine whether linear elastic instability is at all possible when tensile axial loads are present and if so what are the limits on the loads and the geometries. This
has been done for the thin-walled beams of typical cross-sections considering various combinations of load and geometry parameters and calculating the maximum strain attained. Figure 10 shows the constant limit strain curves for a simply-supported narrow rectangular beam for some typical combinations of instability load. The straightline corresponds to the case of Euler buckling. The curve corresponding to lateral instability under pure moments is a parabola. Limit strain curves for two typical cases of lateral instability under the tensile axial loads are also plotted. These constant limit strain lines divide the geometry plane defined by $(L/d)$ and $(t/d)$ into the elastic zone and inelastic zone. Results show that for a limit strain equal to 0.001 the Euler buckling is elastic for $L/t$ values above 30. Elastic lateral instability under pure moments is possible for $(L/d)$ value greater than 20 for $t/d = 0.1$ and greater than 80 for $t/d = 0.2$. Similarly elastic lateral instability under tensile axial load $(P_e = 0.5)$ is possible for $(L/d)$ value greater than 25 for $t/d = 0.1$ and greater than 55 for $t/d = 0.15$. It is clear from these results that elastic lateral instability is possible for practically realizable geometries even in the presence of tensile axial loads. In Fig. 11 the limit strain curves for simply supported narrow rectangular
beams are superimposed on the unified stability solution in the load plane for two typical values of the slenderness of the beam. These show that the constant strain lines are straight in the load plane and are near vertical for $L/d = 20$. Figure 12 shows the constant limit strain curves on a semi-log scale for a simply-supported warpless rectangular box section. The results show that elastic lateral instability is possible even for closed sections of sufficiently deep geometries. For $(b/d)$ value of 0.1 elastic lateral instability under pure moments is possible for $(L/d)$ value greater than 40. The value of $(L/d)$ for elastic lateral instability under tensile axial load ($P_t = 1$) for $(b/d)$ value of 0.1 is 57. However for higher values of $(b/d)$ this limiting value of $(L/d)$ increases sharply. For $(b/d) = 0.25$ the corresponding values of $(L/d)$ are 215 and 320 and for $(b/d) = 0.5$ the corresponding values are 620 and 880. For $b/d = 1.0$ (square box) elastic lateral instability under pure moments is possible for $(L/d)$ value greater than 1200. The corresponding value for $P_t = 1$ is about 1690. The corresponding values of $(L/d)$ for a circular section are 690 and 980 respectively. Though this situation may not normally be encountered in practice theoretically it is possible to get linear elastic lateral instability even for circular sections.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a unified solution for various boundary conditions for the problem of coupled flexural-torsional instability of beam-columns of warpless section subjected to axial loads and end moments. By suitable transformations (i) the load interaction equation is obtained independent of the boundary condition in a form similar to that for simply supported ends, (ii) the location of centre of rotation of the cross-section is obtained as a single equation and (iii) the characteristic equations for eigen coefficient $\alpha$ are obtained independent of the loads which are the same as those obtained for the simple case of Euler buckling. The results show that for all practical purposes the results for an infinitely slender beam can give sufficiently accurate results for all slenderness and the correction for finite slenderness is only marginal. The results also show that elastic lateral instability is possible even in the presence of tensile axial loads if the beam is sufficiently slender.
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